SUPPLY CHAIN

SOURCING

Quickly identify, evaluate and
engage suppliers for procurement
across your organisation

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•

Fully featured and configurable Approaches to Market
(RFQ, RFI, RFP, RFT)

•

Enforce policies and automate day-to-day tasks with
embedded workflows

•

Secure the best value for money on purchases

•

Streamline collection of supplier responses

Integrated procurement policy

Sourcing Quotations

Ensure your organisation follows your procurement policies,
while tracking all aspects of the Approach to Market to
ensure no detail is missed. Quickly identify, evaluate and
engage suppliers, all via a single integrated solution for
procurement sourcing across your organisation.

Sourcing Quotations enforces compliance of your
organisation’s quotations policy and provides transparency
throughout the entire procurement process. The module
allows an RFQ process to be managed with documents
sent to potential suppliers, received quotations recorded,
notifications to unsuccessful suppliers and automatic
generation of the Purchase Requisition from the successful
quotation.

Configurable number of stages and milestones
Setup multiple stages throughout the entire process and
customise the stages involved in each sourcing process,
allowing company specific terminology and approvals to
be achieved. Transitions can be staged either manually,
automatically, or via workflow approval.
Single, customisable app
Perform tasks from simple quotations through to complex
tendering, all within a single app that is highly configurable
with multiple sourcing processes and policies.

Sourcing Advanced
In addition to quotations capabilities, Sourcing Advanced
introduces even greater, more in-depth functionality to
support additional Approaches to Market, including the
management of tender responses. With Sourcing Advanced
you have more flexibility to introduce unlimited stages
and evaluation options to help manage even the most
challenging tendering process with ease.

Supplier portal integration
Enable invitees to submit quote and tender responses
electronically, streamlining the collection of supplier
submissions. Invite suppliers manually, or bulk add from
supplier categories. You can also enable prospective
suppliers with the ability to self-register.
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